
Migration engineer

Functie Migration engineer

Locatie Rotterdam

Uren per week 40 uren per week

Looptijd 21.04.2024 - 30.10.2024

Opdrachtnummer 158645

Sluitingstijd 30.10.2024

Rolomschrijving en taakafspraken

Viterra is looking for a experienced migration engineer. Someone who has a big experience in difficult migrations and has creative solutions to

difficulties in this process. In a combined effort with both our existing migration engineer, the various area specialists, and the engineers from ANZ/CA

the migration engineer will have to help design the envisioned future environment, engineer the migration path, execute the migration, document the

tools and processes used and deliver hypercare for the merger between Viterra OmniAccess and VT.local.

The migration engineer is responsible for delivering and executing a successful migration path and documenting the route up to and after the

migration of VT. Local to OmniAccess.

The migration engineer must have an in-depth knowledge of AD structures, trusts, Entra-ID, Exchange (on-prem and EOL) and Quest tooling.

Understand the supporting layers of GPO, GPO Setup, DNS, Certificates and have a solid knowledge of PowerShell.

Bedrijfsgegevens

Viterra B.V.

De recruiter

MichelleHendriks
HeadFirst

Telefoon: 31614252209

E-mail: michelle.hendriks@sterksen.c...
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Your role in our network:

- Maintain the various sync-tools in use to maintain the sync between our various domains. (AD, Messaging (free-busy, calendars), Entra ID)

- Proactively work on the maintenance and administration of our messaging environment. This includes ProofPoint and Exchange (on-prem in the

middle of migrating to Exchange Online)

- Assist in the ‘shift-left’ to help transfer as much knowledge as possible/feasible to the service desk for faster issue resolution to our end-users. 

- Ensure proper documentation exists and is updated for L1, L2 and L3 support of the products and work instructions for the maintenance.

- Responsible for the functioning, troubleshooting and maintenance of our Quest domain sync setup.

- Shared responsibility for maintaining our Messaging Infrastructure.

- Shared responsibility to maintain our Secure Email Gateway.

- Supportive for designing and executing upcoming new migrations and/or connections of AD and Messaging setup.

Who are we looking for?

- Extensive knowledge of AD-sync tooling (Quest)

- Extensive Knowledge of PowerShell

- Extensive knowledge of Messaging landscapes including mail routing over multiple domains

- Knowledge of Secure Email Gateways (ProofPoint)

- Ability to pro-actively pick-up action points, discover pain-points and find solutions for  issues that may arise.

Bekijk opdracht online
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https://platform.select.hr/assignment/158645/offer/

